MEETING CALLED TO ORDER * STATEMENT REGARDING OPEN PUBLIC MEETING LAW * SALUTE TO THE FLAG

CALLING OF THE ROLL:
  ASCIOLLA
  JANECZEK
  KARCZEWSKI
  PEREZ
  SLAVICEK
  VIDAL

PRESENTATION BY GERALD RICCIARDI – J C P & L

PUBLIC PORTION

CONSENT AGENDA – RESOLUTION #2013 - 177
The following routine items and resolutions will be voted on in unison as Consent Agenda:
  Report of Municipal Clerk, Tax Collector, Utility Revenue Collector
RESOLUTIONS:
  171 – Official Newspaper – Cranbury Press
  172 – Resolution of the Borough of Helmetta authorizing the filing of the Best Practice Checklist with the State of New Jersey
  173 – Authorization to complete the Memorandum of Understanding
  174 – A Resolution consenting to the proposed Water Quality Management (WQM) Plan amendment entitled: Future Wastewater Service Area (FWSA) Map for Middlesex County, New Jersey
  175 – Authorization for Mayor to sign Statements of Consent
  176 - Payment of Bills
  Acceptance of Josh Alfrey to the Helmetta Fire Department

COMMITTEE REPORTS: MAYOR, BOROUGH ATTORNEY, BOROUGH ENGINEER, DEPARTMENT REPORTS, PUBLIC WORKS

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

ADJOURNMENT